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Glossary

The words on this list are used in this booklet. Please re% few the terms and learn the definitions. The meanings of the words
. -

as used in the text may oor be the form of the word with which you are familiar.

.A4Words/Timis .

. .
...,

1 A.ssess needs ur agessment The process of identifying individual chkacxeristics of apprintices which affect the., , .

learning process Thumple tharacteristics include abilities, work habits, career goals, motivation and academic
performanee -

4 '.
.2 Assessmentusdateghts Ways to collect asessment information, fur dlImple, analyzing apprentice recuras, testing, .

discUssion or interview, and observation. ,.
,

- 3 Curnpetence Possession uf a skill or knowledge at a level required to successfully complete a related task activity.

.. -i., Indu Iduahzed Instruction Varying teaching methods to be consistent with individual needs, interests and abilities
in order to maximize the apprentices' benefitsfrom instruction,

. .

5 .Indu iduanelated mstrucnon plan A plan which supplements a Plan fdr Instruction by providing for differences in
apprentice rieeds, interests and abilities. It includes performance levels, performanoe objectives, instructional
ac tn Ines, resPonsibility assignments and schedules foT activity completion,for individuals or groups of indiyadual
apprentices. . ._

, . .._ . ..... ... ,il
6. Performance achievement test A test which measures what a learner actually knows and how well he or she can

.,

e onstmte the knowledge and.skill. ,

7 . Stu dardszed test A test i-4,hkh measures a learner's aptitude or achievement by comparing his or her performance
with that of alarge group of similar individuals. . \

8. Varymg instruction The means by which instruction is i dividualized. Aspects of instruction that may be varied
include pace, content, level of difficulty and form of presentation.

--

s;--1

7.*.

4
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1. How To Use This Booklet

What Is The Series About?

Related subjects instruction is an essential part of every
apprenticeship program It is the program component
through which apprentices are taught the background
theory and range of apPlications of associated technical
subjects such as mathematics, Scienceand safety, Related
thstruction Usually takes place in a classroom, after the
regular work is over. Most frequently, related insttuction is
taught Cy a skilled tradesperson or craftworker. For the
tradesperson or craftwoher to be an effective trainer, he or
she must not only, know their trade Skills, but alsoAditey
must Use teaching skills appropriate for canveying that
information to apprentices. This series of materials is
written ,to train related subjects instructors n the critical
t'eacfling gas necessary to perform their jobs effectively.
The titles of the booklets in the series are:

apprentices learn better by sohring problems, while others
Might do better by viewing a film. Moe apprentices will

7
learn best thrOugh instruction that is tied into their
tiarucular trades. For example,concepts of the mechanical
advantage of levers are best taught through familiar

i.r illustrations. This could mean a pair of pliers forrn an
electrician apprentice or a drill press for the machine
trades.

It is important for you as a related instructor to be
sensitive to these differences. Also, you must take these
differences into account in planning and providing instruc-
tion. By providing' for individual needs, interests and
abilities, your instruction will be more responsive and
more effective. This booklet about the three major skills .

you need to provide individualized instruction:.

1. Determine needs, interests and abilities of each
apprentice;

1. Introduction to Related Subjects Instruction and '
In-service Training Materials

2 Planning the ApprenticeshipkPrograin
.

3. Plannihg Related Subjects Instruction
4. Developing Instructional Naterials for Apprentice
5. Presenting Information to ApprentiCe%'
6. Directing Learning Activities for 'Instruction
Z Providing for Individual Learner Needs
8. Controlling Instructional Settings
9. Evaluating Apprentice Performance

10. Communicating with Apprentices

The first booklet intrbduces the series, describes the
content of each . booklet, and provides an overview of
apprentioeShip and of adult learners. The second booklet
describes how to plan an apprenticeship program and may
be used by related Mstructors, sponsprs or serviceagen-
cies. Each of the other eight booklets deals with asset of
training skills judged by a panel of experts on apprentice-
ship to be critical to workirig effectively a's a related
subjects instructor.

What Is This Booklet About?'

Each aPprentice has- different needs, interests and
abilities'. Apprentices entei related instruction with dif-
fer4nt experiences and skill levels. They have diffeient
talents to put to use in the work world. Their interests 4nd
areas of specialization differ.

Because of their differing needs, interests and abilities,
apprentices rfave different, instructional requirements.
Some apprentices will learn faster than others. Some

"R

2. Develop individual apprentice related instruction
'plans; and

3. Use=principles of individual differences-in the learn-
,ing process:

What Muse! Do To Complet
My Work In This Booklet?

Working your way through this booklet require you
to read thetext, to answer the questions, to perform the
exercises, and to complete the pre- and past-assessment
instruments. Expect to spend about five hours working
through the materials. The only resources you need to
complete your work in this booklet are: CiTa copy of the
booklet; (2) a pencil or pen; (3) "lout two hours oflime;
and (4) recollection.of past related instruction experience.

The materials are written in a sennstructional,- pro-
grammed formai. You may work through the text, exam-
ples and questions atyour own pace and leisure; tu need
not complete your work in the booklet at one sittihg:

Each chapter in the booklet is devoted to a single skiff.
The general format of the chaptecs is similar, with the
f011owing parts:

1. An introduction describing the skill and the instruc-
tional objectives for that skill.

2. What is, when and why use the'skill.
3. Step-by-step directions for how to perform the skill.
4. An example of how the skill is used in related

instruction.
5. A self testexercise to apply the infonpation about the

skill.
k

.1
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2 Providing For Individual Learner Needs

6. Additional sources of information.

This booklet Concludes with an Appendix that contains the
answers to the kelltest exercises from each chapter and the
posttest.

Your activities in working through this bOOkiet will
include, in order, the following:

Complete the -self-assessment;
Read and consider in detail the introduction and
objectives for each skill;
Read and study the text, example and illustrations
provided for each skill;
Complete the self-test exercise tbr each chapter and
Lornpare your answers with those provid0 in the
Appendix; -

If you coMpleie the exercise as directed, continue
your work iu the booklet; if you fail to answer the
questions correctly, repeat your work in the chapter
under consideration; And
At the conclusion of the booklet, complete the
posttest for the unit. Check your answers against

,shose provided. If you exceed the criteria, continue
your work in the next booklet; if you fail to
-demonstrate mastery,repeat port ions of this booklet
as needed.

A

.%

How Muth'Do I snow About
The Subject Before I Begin?

The self-assessment will aSsist you to focus on corn-
petency areas associated with providing for individual
apprentice needs. Read each competency statement listed
in Figure 1 and assessryour level of knowledge about and
your level of skill in pdrforming that task. Knowledge
means what you know about the subject while skill means
your experience in successfully performing the task. Circle
the number, that best describes your level of koowledge
and skin. Competencies where your ratings are poor or fair
are those that you should concentrate on. Pay particular
atteniion to the chapters which deal with those conl-
petencies.
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Figure 1. Providing For Individual Learner Needs

Self-Assessment-

1.-joty To Use This Booklet

Chapter 6ompetencies

Rating

Poor Fair ;',Good ExCellent

2. Determine needs,
interests and
abilities of each
apprentice.

3 Develop individual
related subjects
instruction plans.

4 Use principles of
individual differences
in the learning
process.

L Identify characteristics of apprentices for Knowledge 1 2 3 . 4
individual assessment. Skill 2 3 4

2. Msess apprentice needs using existing Knowledge 1 2 3 4
records. Skill 1 2 3 4

3. Assess apprentice needs using test results. Knowledge r 2 3 4

Skill 1 2 3 4

_ 4. Assess needs through discussions With
apprentices, instructors, job supervisots,
and others.

Knowledge
Skill

1.
4

2

2

3

3

4

4

5. Assess needs by direct observation of Knowledge 1 2 3 4 '
ap'prentice. -..1j Skill 1 2 3- . 4

k
.,

6 Determihe specific areas of learrier stteng*ths Knowledge 1 2- 3 4
and limitations. Skill 1 2 3 4

7. Identify apprentice instructional needs. Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill 1 2 3 4

8. Formulate indMdual related subjects Knowledge 1 2 .3 4

instruction plan. Skill 1 2 3 4

9. Vary aspects of instruction based on\ Knowledge' 1 2 3 4
individual differences. Skill 1 2 3 4

10. Select appropriate instructional methods for KnoWledge 1 2 3
individualizing instruction. Skill 1 2 .3

8

N/



2.-Skill: Deterniine Needs, Interes6 An
Abilities Of Each prenti&

Introduction and Objectiires

Apprentices differ in the abilities, interests and expe-
riences that they bring to a training setting. They also differ
in the wayt they'nttto training. An important part of
tbe related subjects instructor's job is to identify these
individual differences and design iftstruction so that
training is effective for'each apprentice.

This identificatiOn of individual needs is called assess-
ment Assessment could invqlve your talking with .a job
supervisor to detennine the apprentice's year of tcalning,
flarticular strengths and limitations, and special interests, It

'could also involve your reviewing the apprenticeship
application file or discussing with the apprentices their
scholastic background, progress to date and career
aspirations.

Assessmentis an on going press 7 each apprentice's
interests and needs change over time. Throughout a
trainee's apprenticeship, y,pu may need to use various
assessment strategies to keep in tune with the trainees'
c hanging need: those that are unique to a single trainee
and those that are shared with oiher apprentices. As you
work through the materials in this unit you will learn about
individual assessment. After completing the unityou will
be able to:

1. Identify the decisions you use assessment in
formation to make;

2. Select appropriate procedsures for determining
needs, interests and abilities of apprenticek and

WORK HAS

EMPLOYMENT
HISTORY

ACHIEVEMENT

LEARNING
CHARACTERISTICS

INTERESTS

PIRSONAUTY

( 0
MOIL IT IES

SAC KOROINIO

'.' -Ai

. Apply, these procedures in your related subjects
4x- t

instruction.

'What Is Assessment?

- Assessment is the determination of indivitr yeamer
interests, abilities and needs. It involves the C,MitOing of
information frdm various sources about diffelv# char-
acteristics of apprentices that may affect learniiiq ss-
ment provides a basis for making instruction4de isions
about placement of apprentices in a related inSittictional
program, sequencing and pacing instructional activities, or
identifying sriecial supportive services. 1'

The type of decisions you need to make determines the
types of information which you as a related instruct4need,
to collect. Comprehensive assessment information.Oight
include an apprentice's work experience; levels of achieve-
ment in various related subject areas; Specific career
interests add aspirations; and physical, mental or behav-
ioral strengths and limitations. Other types of informatiqn
you might collect are shown in Figure 2. The specific ite:,
to include in an assessment depend upon the goals of the,
related Mibjects instructional program as well as spedfi
instructionaligoals. The greater the amount of informati*
collected, the more complete the pidureof the apprentiC4
and the more satisfactory the plan for the apprentice'
instructional program.

..-

/Menden*" Promptness IliltPl".60,4 el Apposrince Inithitits Need lee
Supervision

Hold
t.eJobeEntI;meLt TYPes el

Job Duties
Curren t

b ResuIremonts

Auden* Potierniemm
.

Job Pertermenee
r

Confpotencles

Attention Speln (awning Ram

...

Retention Initiative V AdaptsWory .

%
Came Owls Howe. Likes end Manes

. . ..

Mattel y Sett.Centielonco .S.H.C.H1cPI , Mothridhin

IMMI'IMIPKI OponlInatIss Sects, Spatial MembeMesi , Cesethety

family Recierelmel

e

Special Needs Meeicidlebtoey ;

) Figure ?. Characteristics cif Apprentices t Assess

e



Why Assess?

You can use assessment information to design related
instruction to fit individual apprentice needs. Some spe-
cific decisions you might make using the information
collected are:

.Relating the overall instructional content to, job
requirements of specific trades.
Relating daily instruction tu the apprentice's current
on-thq-job learning situation.
Adapting instructional methods and materials to suit
the' individual/learning characteristics of eqch ap
pre ritice.
How to capitalize on the strengths of individual
apprentices.
Which areas need strengthenink ur supportive sert
ices for success.

'Which areas of instruction are consistent with spe.
cific apprentice interests.
Identifying instructional s uences which are chal-
lenging but not so cliff -tilt that an aPprentice is
frustrated.,

These instructional design considerations are particularly
important in apprenticeship, related subjects instruction
because apprentices hat e diverse backgrounds, interests,
abilities and instructional needs. A single apprentice group
could c ontain indis iduals with backgrounds ranging from
those whu have not wmpleted high school to those with
wllege degrees Individuals in the group may be serving
their apprenticeships in training for ,vastly different oc
cupations, such as automotive mechanic, tool maker,
carpenter and plumber the instructional needs of the
individual apprentices will vary substantially in terms of
let el, content, length andthe ways instruction is provided
By identifying indiodual apprentice needs, abilities and

,

Assess Apprentice Needs 5

interests, you will be able to provide instruction which is
effective for and relevant to all apprentices.

. When And How To Assess

# As mentioned, assessment is important at various times
during related instruction. When an apprentice enters a
course, it As necessary to find out about her or his
background, experiences and levels of abilities. This
provides some direction to your instructional planning.
Using this information as a baseline, assessments through-
out the course chart,an apprentice's progress and growth in
specific areas. You can use this information tu adapt yoc4
instruction to be in link with the trainees' progress and
their experiences outside related instruction.

There are different ways to assess trainee needs. Step-by-
step procedures fur conducting an assessment and synthe
sizinithe results follow.

Step I: Develop and Administe t'Apprentice Intake Form

First, gather basic information from the apprentices
them'selves. At the start of a formal course or as apprentices
enter a more unstructured training situation, consider
administering an apprentice intake form This is a quick
and easY way to collect general assessment data for making
instructionalrlecisions. A sample intake form is presented
in Figure 3,. Modify the form based on your situation and
goals. For example, if your related instruction program is
sponsored by a Corporation, do not include the "place of
employment" item. Also, add items you consider im
portant. For example, subjects taken in school or listings of
previous job activities and responsibilities may be in
cluded, if they are not railable to you from other reNrds

, Keep these intake cards or forms in the individual
apprentice's file:Supplement or update the information
using procedures described in the following steps.

1

1



6 Providing For Individual Learner Needs

ft Figure 3. Apprentice Intake Form

411

Name.

Home Address..

Phone No

Last School Attended.

Highest ,Grade Completed.

Placjof Employment.

Employment Address.

Occupation.

Job'Supervisor.

Length of time you have been an apprentice years months

Special interests and hobbies.

Step 2 Determine Appropriate Assessment Strategies

..The Apprentice Intake Form is useful for making initial,
*broad programmatic decisions. Sometimes it is necessary
to coiled moie detailed inforMation and to update
apprentice characteristics and needs. Four Atrategies are
available to supplement the intake information;

1. Use .of existing records apprentice application
records, coarse transcripts, counseling rdults, stan .
dardized test scores, attendance -records, and so
fonb.

2. Tests of apprentice knowledge, attitudes and per-
. fprmance.
3. Discussions with indivitlual apprentices, instructors,

counselors, job supervisors, and other persons.
4. Observation ofapprentices while performing various

ins'tructional and work activities.

Each strategy is useful to collect particular information
about apprentices To select a strategy, consider the
relative difficulty of applying each. FOP example, it is easier
to administer a short achievement test to ,a group of
apprentices than to observe each apprentice performing a

task If both methods yield the information you need, use
the easier method. Also, consider what type of information
you need to make an instructional decision. For exadtple,
if you need to k,ww which apprentices have had training in
applying the Phagorean theorem, you could refer to
records 'or simply ask them. Step 3, which explains the
assessment techniques, will also help you select approp .

date strategies.

Step 3: Conduct Periodic Assessments

Both formal and informal assessments should be con-
ducted throughout related subjects instruction. Informal
assessment, consisting of unplanned observations of or
talks with an apprentice, should be an integral part of
instruction. Information obtained informally provides feed
back to you the instructor and may indicate when a more -
formal, planned assessment may be required. The follow .
ing.sections describe four formal assessment techniques,
when and how to use them, and inforrnatjon that they can
provide.

Ii.



Use Of Existing Records

Existing records can be useful for the- following
purposes:

Determining the abilities and other characteristics of
apprentices when they start a course of study;
Assefsing apprentices' progress in thelinstructional
program; and
Verifying assessment 1nformati6n obtained through
other means,

, .

When an apprentice enters an 'nstructional program it is
advisable to relhew available re ords, such as the applica
non form, educational records and job per orm
reports :This .is usefut for identifying individual strengths
and , limitations and' any problems the' apprentice has
experienced in related subjects instruction or on the job.
Also, solutions to previous problems and effective instruc-
nonal strategies -may be identified or deduced from the
records.

Also, use job performance reports, if available from the
apprentip's on-the-job supervisor, to assess the appren-
tice's progress: These reports swill show how *ell the
apprentice applies principles and concepts heargdruring
related subjects instruction An apprentice doing well in '
relatea st,ties but not applying what is learntdoh the job
shows that there may be a prdble'm with the instrucsion.
You may need to renew efforts antpossibly use different
procedures to Lam the related suttitcts instructkon prin
ciples Over to their use on the job.

Finally, records tnay be used to confirm or provide
further information, regarding assessment. result4. For
example. an apprentice May-be taiesonsistently for a
related subject's instruction night class. On \rel, iewing the
trainee's rewrd, you &stover that she has two pre school,
children. YQ1.1 find out further from the apprentie that the
ume.required to drn e from her job to a day care radlity, to
,a12atrysitter's, to the class site makes it impossible to be on
time IlOng a considerate and resourceful instr,i)ctor, you
shiMiakesteps to accommodate this apprentice's indi
vidual needs.

You Lan obtain a great deal of background inforation
from reL ords. Some of the information you can gather is
listed in Table 1, tlyugh this will depend on your specific
situatiqn You shinild realize in using this information that
much of what is on the record occurred in the past. The
apprentice today may have quite different interests, skills
and attitudes. When in doubt, ask the apprentice, another
instructor or job supervisor.

. -

Assess Apprentice Needs

Table 1. Types of Assessment Information
Available from Existing Records

Job Records

Address
Family Status

'Age
Employment History
Performance Records

\,

Educational Records

Address
Faniily statiisibackground
Age
Coiarses and grades
Honors received
Attendance-
Disciplinary Actions
Instructors Reports
Guidance and Counseling

Reports
Special Services
Medical History
Standardized Test Results

Interest Inventories
IQ
Aptitude Tests
Achievement Tests
Psychological Tests

Testing

Instructor prepeed tests and standardized tests may be
used to collect assessment information in related instruc-
tion. Pre tests may be used to assess Lharaatristics of

leapprentiLes initially and to sew% as a baseline., against
whkh to gauge trainee progress. Performance achievement
tests assess progress of apprentices. They also can be used
to verify or reinforce other information. Finally, the
performance achievement.tesis can be used to describe
the final levels of' competence acquired by apprentices..
Standardized tests may be used on occasion for all these
purposes, except they are often too general to desl:ribe the
acquired competencies of apprentices.

Assessment information may be collected using a work
sample test, a simulation test, a knowledge test, or an
attitude scale. The work sample tegt requires apprentices
w demonstrate competence on a saMple set of tasks. The
simulation.test replicates some critical elements of the
work setting. In both these tests, you assess the apprentice
based on performance or answers to questions. Knowl
edge tests are generally paper and pencil or oral in form
and require the apprentice to demonstrate knowledge he
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or she has aciquired through' instruction. You also may
Lie% ise instruments to measure apprentices' work related
attitudes Positivt and negati% e behaviors or feelings
indiLate how w ell apprentiL es attitudes are consistent

4 v ith those altitudes desirab)eon the job. For example, you
(An assess safet) Lonsciousness, pride in work, attitudes
toward Lo workers. and other similar characteristics,with
attitude scales and confirm the results by observing
apprentices on the job.

Specific procedures for planning, 41/eloping and inter-
pretirig tests are described in the module, Evaluating
Apprenuce Learning These procedures can be used by the
related subjects instructor to gather the following types of
.assessment information.,

Achievement
Learning-Characteristics
Special Needs
Interests
Attitudes and Traits

Enscussion

A direct means of obtaining certain types, of assessinent'
information is through discussion or interview. Because
thif, is Such a flexible technique, you can use it for many of
your information needS. Individuals who potentially can
provide useful information include:

the apprentice
'other instructors
job supenisor
union representate
counselor

The discussion can be informal or structured by an
iraerview-guide The types of information you want will
help you prepare an interview guide or a set of general
questions to guide you in an unstructurtd discussion. As
an example, suppose you teach in a secondary.or post
sewndary related'sublects progfam and you suspect that
an apprentiLe in your related subjects group has some type

ti

4.

4 ?

of reading problem.,You realize it will be important to set
up meetings with r/Y6 individuals. You need to meet with
the apprentice's job supervisor to determine the job's
reading and writing requirements A meeting with the
school Lounselor or reading specialist may be ne-cessary to
help you diagnose the problein. Some questions you;
Alight write down prior to the interviews are the following.

Job Supervisory

I What are the job-related reading/writing require-
ments of the apprentice? (Here it would be a good
idea to have a checklist to go over with the super-.
visor. it could fnclude various types of materials
forms, directions, inanuals, letters, etc. and the
level Of difficulty.) .

2. What types of reading and writing tasks has John'
been involved in up to this point? Whaitii-eas will he
move into next? What are some. examples of the,
materials he reads and/or writes?

-3. Has he had any problems in this area beforeppipw is
his overall job performance?

Counselor':

1, Have you ever had a conference with Joh n?At whose
.r request? (

2: Is there any evidence that he has some type of
reading problem,or learning disability? Any personal
problems which would cause this? Physical prob-
lems?

3. Has he had any special set-vices to help him with the
difficulty' How successful were they?

4. Would you advise further testing of the problem?.
5. What type of remediAl program or special assistance

would you suggest for this:course?

Interviews and discussions take considerable time *it
provide in-depth and generally current information on an
indi% idual apprentice Information which may be obtained
frora4he various sources is presented in Table 2
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Table 2. Assessment Information Available From
Individual Discussion

Assessment
Information

. Information Source

3
(..)

..s. :-,... 4 c -E $t

0

Family Background

Medical History

Employment History

Personality

Interests

Abilities

Academic Performance

Job Performance

Work Habits

Learning Characteristics

Educational History

Special Needs
,

-.

X

X

X

X

X

,

.

X

X

X i

*. X

X

X

X

X

X

,

X

X

X

X

X

X

-X

X

X

X'

X

X

X

*
X

,

X

X

.

X

Direct Obsertation

A fourth means uf assessment, used prirkarily VI assess
ing apprentice progress, is direct obsen)ation of the
trainee's performance. This type of assessment also can be

Air

Assess Apprentice Need.

more or less structured. A more structured approach
consists of a checklist of expected behaviors or com-
petencies which you 15 an instructor observe and recors1
while the apprentice participates in a learning activity.
Types of attivities you might observe ate (a) interacting
constructively with Other apprentices on performing a
particular work task, (b) speed and accuracy of perfor-
mance and (0 product quality. .

Unstructured observation is an, ong9ing part of the
related subjects instrOctor's responsibilities! By observing
apprentices'at work on specific learning activities, you can
identify problem areas and determjne whether further
assessrneritik required.

Observation is most useful for assessing the following
characteristics of apprentices:

Personality variables;
Academic performance;
Learning characteristics;,and
'Special needs.

**

Step-4: Synthesize and Update
Assessmentjaformation

ir

The final step is-to assemble assessment information for
use in individual and instructional planning. First, you
need to summarize the variety of observations and findings
for each apprentice:Do this by miintaining a record in
each apprentice's file containing information from.the
original intake form and a stimmary of results of sub-
sequent assessments. You could simply write findings on
the intake fOrm or devise a more Comprehensive form for
summarizing assessment data. An exatriple form is pre-
sented in Figure 4.

Secondly, summarize the a*ssment information across
apprentices so that you.can identify needs they have in
common. This will guide tcu in designing group as well as
individual instructional activities. A sample summary sheet
for the gro.tip is portrayed in Figure 5.
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10 Providing For Individual Learner Needs

, Figure 4. Apprentice Assessment Form

Related Subject

Name.

Occupation.

Year of Apprenticeship: 1 ° 2 3 4 5

Total Length of Indenture

Areas of. SrkCialty:

years months '

Educational History: 41e,"

Highest Grade Completed
Academic Work Completed:

Related Subjects Work Completed:

Subject

4

, Special Occupational Competency Requirements:

9

Hours

1 .7...ti

Comments.

4,
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figure 4. Apprentice-Assessment Form (continued)

Work Habits:

Attendance
Promptness .

Interpersonal Relations
Appearance
Grooming
Need for Supervision

Personal Characteristics:

Maturity
. Self-confidence

Self-concept .

.Mot ivation
Attention Span
Learning Rate
Retention
Init iative

Adaptability

Job Performance:

Job Competency

Special Needs/Notes:

Satisfactory (Check or Date)

1 6

Rating

Satisfactory Non-Satisfactdry

Alma other 'records --= test scores, performance raffii, reports -7- as appropriate.
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Figure 5..Re1ated Subjects Instruction Summary %pet

Related Subject
,

Characteristics of Apprentices!

-Areas of Specialization

Achievement Summary:

. Year in
Apprenticeship

4

Number or
Trainee§

A. Satisfactory Performance Area Number of
(Include skills, knowledge§, attitudes) Trainees

B. Non.Satisfactory Performance Area

SI

1 "S.
44. if
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'Example

Joe KazinsVis an instructor of related physical science
for a group of twenry apprentices an the buildi ng trades. He
just completed introducing principles of matter and

, energy ancr administered a' short test to assess the ap-
prentiCes' comPrAension of the concepts and informa-
tion. In scoring the tests, Kazinski noted that two ap-
prentices, one a pipefitter and one an- electrician, did
particularly poorly. He thought die apprentices were fairly
bright ancla quick review of the educational records he
hadcompiled confirmed this.

(So' what was the problem? Kazinski tho4ht that it cbuld
be his teaching. But other trainees were doing fine so this
was not likely It cOuld be perSonal problems. But he did
not notice anything particularly wrong in observing the
two at work. Maybe the inStruction was not job-related.

Thus, Kazinski decided to find out more about the
competencies required in the specific jobs held by the
apprentices. Two approaches Were open to him. Onowas
to look at existing.recor6 and:the'ot her wasio talk with the

1

apprentices' job superVisors. 'Since he had access to the
, apprentices job descriptiOnsKazinski thought-he would

review thern first Hefound that theircluties were atypical
of those of the reSt Of/the clasS, since they were employed
by industry rather th/n being' in "housing construction.
Thus, it was likely that the instruction as well as much of
the class di.CussiOn was unr:elated to the two apprentices'
job situations. 'He gueSsed that as a result' course content
Was not. highly' motivatihg.' Kazinski 'confirmed this by
calking Mdividgalty with thc, MO apprentices. He incor-
porated the resultsof this assessment into the apprentices'

. ,i-elated subjects fristructionplans, as described in Chapter
'3.,"of this booklet.

)
Additionat Information

For further inforrnation on a'ssessing needS, you might
. 'refer to the following 'sources:

Albright, and others. ISystem for the Identification,
Azessment and Evaluation of the Special Needs
Learner in Vocational "Education. Urbana-Charn-

'. paign: University of Illinois, 1978.
Pucel, and W. C.,Knaak. Individualizing Vocational
and Technical Instruction. Columbus, OH: Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1975. .

Assess Apprentice Needs 13

,.

Self-Test Exercises
,

Answer the questions bel w in the space provided or on
separate work paper: dre your answers with those
provided in the appendix of the booklet .-

.1. List...three instructional deoisions you might make..
- with assessment information.

, 2. For each of the following characteristics of appren-
tices, identify one or more assessment strategies for
obtaining the information. Use numbers of strategies
listed below in anstvering.

1. ,Existing Records
2. Tests
3. Discussions
4. Observation

_ a Job experience
b Hearing problem
c Initiative
d Mechanical ability
e Promptness
f. Career goals

3. For one or more of your apprentice related instruc-
tion students, try to obtain existing academic or job
records. Complete as many portions of the sampk
assessment form (Figure 4) as you can with the
information you have. Add topics to the form that you
think are important for decisitos you make. What
other information, do you think you need? How
would you sug,gest collecting it?

1 1.;

4
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3. Skill: Develop Individual Apprentice Related
Instruction Plans ,

Introdtiction and Objectives

.A related subjects .instruction plan forms die link
between the objectives of instruction, the identified needs,.
interests and abilities of' apprentices and the provision of
instruction to meet these needs. Essentiallt the plan is a
blueprint for individualized instruction;much as thePlan
for Instruction developed in Module #3 provides a basi&
for group instruction. Ii is the responsibilityof therelated
subjects instructor to develop apprentice related instrdc-
tion plans from assessment data in order to incofporate
principles of individual differences into the actual pro.
vision of instruction.

In this chapter, you will learn abdut' planning- for
individual apprentice needs. Specifically;affer completing ,

this unit liou will be able to:

1 Recognize the purpyse of individual planning in-
apprenticeship related instruction, and

2 Develop related instruction plans for individuals and
groups of individual apprentices.

1I

The What And Why Of-Individuat Plan 11$

Individual planning involves comparing an indivi al's
present level of performance with an objective 'or target
level of performance. Based on the difference between the
two and characteristics of the apprentice,,an individualized
instructional sequence is developed. The individual-plan
supplements the Plan' fOr Instruction by incorporating
assessment information. The plan is an instructor's guide
for helping the individual apprentice to complete instruc .
tion successfully.

Components of an individual related subjects instruc-
tion plan include the following.

0%7erall related instruction objectives, apprentice .
ship related instruction standards, and job require-
ments Tor related instruction;
Apprentice's present level of performance;
Performance objectives for individual units of study;
Instructional sequences, activitierand services; and
Schedule for completion and eValuation.'

The overall related subjects instruction objectives are from
the-Plan for Instruction. Assessment, as (described in the
previous chapter of this module, provides information on
the apprentice's preseqtleve I of performance (knowledge,

1

skills anci attitudes) and other related characteristics. From
this, you ,determine the instructional needs of individual
(of groups of) apprentices. You then develop performance
obiectives for each unit and define activities for. the
achievement of the objectives.

By ting related instruction to both overall objectives
and the needs bf individual apprentices, you can be niore
confident of Meeting the reqdirements of the apprentice-
ship program as well as providing instruction that is
meaningful to the apprentice. For example, an apprentice
who is "deficient in basic mathematical skills will not
benefit by mere exposure to the reqiiired hours of related
instruction in algebra. The apprenticl needs some type of
remedial help to gain the competencies required by his or
her job. Conversely, the related subjects algebra instruc-
tion may not motivate the apprentice with accelerated
math skills. Thus, individual planning for the two learning
levels would provide for more., challenging instructional
sequences. Through individual planning you can also vary
the pace and content of inStruction and ways of presenting
information. These aspects are described in detail in the
final chapter of this module.

How io Deve1i4An Individual Plan

This section describes how to develop and maintain an
individual apprOtice related instruction plan. In following
the procedures, you win want to plan for grotips whenever
possible. Remember that while it is important to account
for individual >differences in providing training; you also
must capitalize on those_things apprentices have in
common wheri dev,eloping a plan. This is the reason for
grouping apprentices in the first step.

Step 1: Group Apprenticds

First, group apprentices based on their area of specialty,
year of apprenticeship or prescribed curriculum coritent.
This enables you to plan for grpup of apprentices and
then provide for differing individual needs within groups.
At one extreme you might have an entire group in the same
.ear of the same trade. In this case, use the plan for
Instruction as a group plan. Plah individually in response
to needs, 'abilities and interests that differ from the group.
At the other extreme, each -apprentice could be in a"
different occupational specialty and at a differentlearning
level. Here, you need to plan on a completely inditidual

7



ized basi's, tying program content to occupational require
ments.as well as aivrentice characteristics. In betWeen
these two extremes ..tire classes with small groups of
apprentic es with the same spec ialties. In this satiation, first
plan for the different small groups and then account for
individual differences within- groups"

Ste; 2 ,Compare Present Perforniance
Vitb Program Objective

For each performanee objective, comparg the perfor-
mhnce leNiel of the groups with that qf the objecnve Note
individual differences in performance within groups or .
special individual problems Jnd interests. The identified

°.differences between present'and target levels of perfor-
mance will provide direction for the development of
performance objectives and instructional activities.

Step 3: Develop PerformanceObjectives

Next, develop, for each group, performance objectives
for the apprentices to attam-target levels of knowledge,
skills and attitudes. First, break down the program objec-
tive or content into disciete units. For example, a program
content area dealing with preventive maintenance of tools
could be broken down into the following tasks.

Following Manufacturers' instructions,
Utilizing warranties; .

Maintaining service records;
Cleaning and lubricating tools,
Replacing Worn out parts,

.Calling service personnel; and
Developing pride in tools.

A gr oups's pefformance objective should be developed for
each of these ;asks. For example, an objective fotc the first
task could read:

,

The apprentice will read and follow !be manufacturer's
instructions for maintaining an electric drill, circular saw
cind radial arm saw The instructOr will obseriti and assess
Performazwe

Then, add individual perfurmanc e objectivesitoacwunt
for individual interests, strengths and, limitations. For
example, an 4pprentiLe haing difficulty following written
instructions may need remedial teading instruction (or
other assistance). You would develop an i ndiyidua objec

-k Develop Individual Plans 1 5

e to provide for this An apprentice with work ex
perience in maintaining tools may not require the instrut
tion at all. You cduld advance this apprentice to the next
planned group unit of instruction, or deNeloPubjectives
for the trainee to explore a related area of personal interest.

Step 4: Determine Instructional Activities

In this step, design instructional seqUences for each
performance objective. In many instances, the actitities
will folldw directly from the performance objectives. For
example, in the objective presented above, the apprentice
would learn by doing, perhaps preceded by an instructor
demonstration. Some guidelines for varying instruction
based on individual learner needs are provided in the next
chapter of this module.

Step 5: Develop Written Related Subjects
Instruction Plans

Finally, incorporate the level of performance, objectives,
activities, and other necessary items into a writLen plan.,
Develop a plan for each defined group of apprentices as
well as for individual apprentices in those instances where
they differ from the group.

A sample apprentice related subjects instruction plan is
provided in Figure 6. It contains spaces where you can fill
in the apprentice's name and/or group, the program
objective 9r contedt area addressed by the plan, the date
you enter information, present level of performance

, (group or individual) from the assessment data, per-
formance objectives you developed in Step 3, and activities
you identified in Step 4. Also, you should include the
persons responsible for the activities. Is the apprentice to
work alone? What are your responsibilities? Are any
outside resources required? Next, incluae the schedule for
completion or evaluationlof theactivities. Finally, a space is
provided for you to check off when the apprentice has

_successfully attained the performance objective.
You should update the individual Nnd group plans, as

additional assessment information, either from a needs
assessment or evaluation, is obtained. Since entries are
dated, the updated plan provides a continuous record of
the apprentice's progress through the related instruction
program. File the plan with evaluation records that you
keepfOr apprentices.'This will provide for the apProPriate
linkage of the planning and evaluatidn functions.

(1

1
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Figure 6: Saniple Individual Apprentice Related Insiruction Had
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Example

Marianne Sdimidt is an instruaor of mathematics at a
tet.hrmal instit ute Based on an assessment she performed
at the start of a three month training course offered for
employees of local industries, Ms. Schmidt noted that there
was a group of eight first-year cement mason apprentices
in her class. Thus, she decided to use a group planning

... approah, supplemented with individualized planning, to
provide for the individual needs of the cement ruason:
apprentices One month later she was planning dtirlii fdr
the s;ourse on volume cympuutions and applications. Her
assessment data showed that the eight apprenticqs ori thetwhole had not yet been exp -ed to linear measurement
and volume computation. The oup plan she prepamd for
the program objective is presented in Figure 7.Assesment
information also showed that indMdual mason appren-

. Awes were different. She developed and updated indi-
vidual plans on those units where an individual's per
formance or interests differed substantially frOm those of
ihe group. For example, JessIta Morgan had some trouble
with basic multiplicatifin. Before completing the volume
unit, she required. soil% e assistance with Multiplication.
later that morithjessica was ahead o?the group Thus, Ms,
Schmidt and Jessica together came up with an objective
and activities which would be of mutual be efit. Figure 8
contains the individual plan for Jessica Mo

Additional Information

5ee the following for additional information on indi-
vidual planning:

L Albright, and others. A System for the Identification,
Assessment and Evaluation ophe Special Needs
Learner in' Vocational Eduebtion. Urbana.Cham-
paign: University of Illinois, 1978.

Develop Individual Plans 1 7

4

Self-Test Exercises

Answer the questions below in the space prOvided or on
separate work paper. Compare your ansuers with those
provided in the appendix of the booklet.

1. Which of the following is not a purpose of an
individual related subjects instruction plan?

a. A plan guides the instructor in providing for
individual nteds.

b. A plan supplements a'general plan for insiruction.
c. A plan provides for more challenging instruction

for advanced apprentices.
d. A plan serves as a basis for placing apprentices iQ

instructional programs.

2. List the five components of an individual related
instruction plan.

a.

d

3. Using the assessment information you collected as
part of Exercise 3 of the last ciapLer, generate qn
individual plan for a unit you plan to teach. Use the
sample plans in Figures 6-8 as guides. To what extent
is this apprentice's needs typical of all that you teach?
How would you adapt thwlan to suit other appren-
tices' needs, performance levels and interests?

.40



Figure 7. ExampleXornpleted Group Apprentice Relhted Instruction Plan
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Figure 8. Example Completed Individual Apprentice Related Ifistruction Plan
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4. Skill: Use Principles Of Individual Differences
In The Learning Process

Introduction And Objectives

Apprentice differences in backgrounds, abilities, skills,
motivations and Interests affect their abilities to benefit
from various aspects of related subjects instruction. By
using principles of individual differences and learning,
you can capitalize on these differences and provide
effeaive instruction for all.

, It is your responsibility as a related subjects instructor to
use assessment information to both plan for and provide
instruction that is consistent yvith indwidual apprentice
needs, Interests and abilities. In this unit, guidelines are
provided for varying instiuction based on these differ
enees. After reading through this chapter and completing
the exercises, you will be able to:

1. Define individualized i nstruct i on ;
2. Explain -three ways of utilizing principles of indi-

'vidual differences in related subjects instruction;
3. Select appropriate ways of varying instrtrtion to fit

individual needs; and
4. Appl alternative approaches to individualizing

instruction.

Characteristics Of Individualized Instruction

Individualizing instruction involves adapting the learn-
ing process to fit the assessed needs of individual learners.
In apprentice related instruction this could involve design-
ing uniqUe instructional sequences for each individual. Or,
it could mean adapting certain portions-of instruction to
suit the needs, interests and abilities of one or more
apprentices. How much to vary instruction depends on the
'nature and extent of differences among individual
apprentices.

In general, individualizing instruCtion involves varying
certain aspects of the learning process and environment.
Aspects of instruction that you should consider varying are:

Pace'
Content
Level'of difficulty
Form of presentation

These are described in the next sections; followed tjy a
step by step process for varying instruction to suit indi
vidual needs. , 6

-

Pace Of Instruction

Varying the pace of instruction allows apprentices to
learn at theinown rates or pace. Trainees can proceed at
different rates or at their own pace in acquiring the
required skills and knowledges. They continue until they
reach the standard for acceptable performance.

Consider using this strategy if apprentices differgreatly
in their learning characteristics (attention pan, learning
rate, retention) or abilities: Also, you can vary the pace if
your apprentices differ in experience, where some trainees
have already learned the material. Varying the pace allows
time for slower or less experienced apprentices to master
the material, without frustrating the faster,,more accom-
plished or more experienced learners.

Content Of Instruction
-

This approach to individualization is most common and
involves adapting what an apprentice is taught based on
individual needs. You are limited in the amount you may
vary content since course objectives must be achieved. But,
you should at least link the content to the trades of your
apprentices., Do this through example -and application,
tying them in to individual apprentice specialties.

Also, look at courses apprentices have already com-
pleted. This way you can identify topics that apprentices
have already mastered and those they have not. Look at
apprentices' achievement in various-subject areas as well
as the application of,the subject areas on the job. Use ihis
information' tt) individualize content. Eliminate areas that
apprentices have already learned. Add those that have not
been mastered.

Finally, content can be individualized with respect to
specific apprentice interests. Emphasize those areas which
are of most interest to the apprentice. Treat areas of little
interest Only until minimum competency is achieved.

Level Of DiffiCulty

You can vary the difficulty of the instruction so that
apprentices with different abilities can succeed. HOwever,
be sure to stay within bounds set by performance standar&
and instructional objectives. Difficulty factors which you
can modify for the individual are:

=



the amount of information to be learned;
the scope of coverage;
the complexity of principles involved; and .

the sophistication,of applications.

You need to vary the difficulty of coursework primarily
because of differential abilities of apprentices in the class.
Individuals with high abilities should be encouraged to
complete more difficult assignments so they attain a.
broader knowledge and set of skills for the trade Likewise,
some students will haN e more experience, either through
employment or education, and will beable to handle more
difficult material.

Along with abilities and experience, pay attention to
personality factors when yaikdeiermine the instructional
difficulty level that is appropriate for an apprentice
Apprentices who are weak in self confidence may be
intimidated by,,difficult material. By lowering the difficulty
level of instruction for such students, you help them to
succeed and as a result build confidence You can then
increase difficulty as trainees become more confident.
Also, take into -account the trainees' motivation. More
highly motivated apprentices will be suited to more
difficult materials. Finally, consider the maturity of the
apprentices. A more mature apprentice may have more
welldefined career goals or be more settled in personal
life. Asa result die apprentice may be willing to apply
herself or himself to a more difficult program of study.

FOrtn. Of Presentation

Different ways of presenting information are effective
for instructing different apprentices. Which ways are best
depends .on a /number of trainee characteristics. For
example, a slower learner may perform better with extra
attention, special assignments, limited reading assign.
ments, visual aids and concrete examples. Dependent on
their specific characteristics, other apprentices may learn_
quicker and retain longer, through 'any of the. following .
'forms of presentation:

Reading books, magazines, news-papers, trade
journals;

4Using programmed materials;
Conducting experiments;
Listening to a lecture;
Taking field trips;
Watching demonstrations;
Practicing skills;
Discussing questions; or
Working in small grOups.

You discover which procedures work best for whom as you

Individualize Instruction 21

get to know the apprentices better and watch their
progress.

How To Individualize Apprentice
. -Related Instruction

Once an assessment is completed, individualizing instruc-
tion is essentially a four-step process. First, you need to
determine where the greatest differences among appren-
tices exist. Based on this, you next select the mode of
individualization, such as varying pace or content. Third;
decide which approachfor example, independent stud?,
using volunteers, or learning moduleswill be most
appropriate and effective for inpividualizing instruction.
Finally, incorporate learning activities into the individual
apprentice plans and provide instruction accordingly.

Step I: Determine Range of Apprentice Differences

For each characteristic which you assessed, look at the
range of differences among your apprentices. Then.note
(a) those characteristics where there are substantial dif-
ferences and (b) the extent of those differences. For
example, 'in reading achievement the lowest apprentice
May be at an 8th grade level and the highest at the level of a
college junior. Job experience may range from an ap.
prentice in his or her first job to someone with ten years'
experience who is undergoing a career change.

Step 2: Select One Or More Ways Of Vatying Instruction

Selection of an appropriate mode of varying ins.uction
is based on the characteristics you identified in Seep 1, as
well as some other instructional considerations that you
should taltet into account. As described earlier, some ways
of varying instruction are more effective than others in
accommodating particular individual differences. This is
summarized in Figure 9. Use this figure .as a guide to
selecting procedures to vary instruction. Take into account
the following considerations in deciding: .

Flexibility of program standards or objectives. Well-
defined program standards May limit your ability to
Modify content, difficulty or sequencing of instruc-
tional activities for individual learners.
Availability of instructional material& Dependent
on approach required to vary instruction, availability
of instructional materials and media may limit your
options.
Environmental constraint& Factors such as the organim
tional administration, available facilities and equip.
ment May influence the instructional decisions you
make.
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Time requirementi Length of time allotted for
varibus aqiyities or units of instruction may limit the
extent you can inodti lize these activities.rktd
Relationship to er instructional activities: The
interrelationships in instructional content will in-

. fluence your ability to vary ceOntent and diffictilty of
instruttion.

Step 3: Select Appropriate Instructional Methods
For Individualizing Instruction

At this point, decide which instructional methodsto use
in individualizing instruction. Different methods ire more
or less approfiriate for partiCular ways of varying instruc-
tion. For exaMple, self:paced learning modules can be
used to vary pace of instruct iori, but not for varying content.
Conversely, volunteers in insthiction are beneficial for
varying content but not pace. Methods useful for the
different Means of varying instruction are presented in
Figure 9. Use this, as well as the instructional constraints
described in ei? 2, as guides for selecting instructional
methods. The niethods ire described below:

Grouping placing apprentices with similar char-
acteristics in common instructional activities or
groups.
Independent Study each apprentice works on his
or her own to attain instructional objectives. Acti-
vities may be assigned using individual job or
assignment sheets. Or, objectives and activities time
lineS may be jointly determined by the apprentice
and instructor using leatning contracts.
Individual Assistanee apprentices are provided
tutoring by instructor, volanteers or advanced train-
ees, to assist thein in areas where they need
individual help.
Learning Modules booklets such as this which
apprentices can work through at their own pace and
schedule. They may be insiructor developed, or the
instructoncan use existing modules. A set of ten
modules tor apprentice related instruction is avail-
able for the following topics:

1. A Basic Core Curriculum
2. IntroduCtion to Apprenticeship

4
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3. Basic Mathematics
4. Basic Safety I
5. Basic Safety II
6. Basic Measurement
7. Sketching Drawing and Blueprint Reading
8. Basic Physical Science
-9. Working in Organizations

10. ,Intopersonal Skills and Communication

Module #4 of this series describes' how --you can
develOp Our own learning modules.

Suppletneitaty Lessons apprentices have a com-
'. mon core of instruction but are assigned additional

Unique activities based on individual' characteris-
tics.
Using a Variety of Materials and Media the
instructor locates through catalogs, journals, librar-
ies and word of mouth a variety of materials related
to his or her subject. Appropriate materials are used
for individual apprentice needs.
Volunteers can be used in a variety of ways to
individualize instruction: providing specialized in .
structioq, tutoring, developing individualized mat-
erials, conducting job analyses, interacting with
employers,,assisting in monitotingtraineeprogress,
serving as resource persons for updating instruction.

Step 4. Implement Individualized Instruction

The final step-is to incorporate the selected activities
into instruction. First, include activities as part ok the
apprentices' individual related subjects instruction plans.
This is described in the previous chapter of this module.
Finally, implement instruction as described in the indi-
vidual plan.

'Specific procedures for providing instruction are discussed in detail ,

in Module *3, Planning Related Subjects Instruction; ModWe *5,
Presenting Information to Apprentices; and Module *6, Directing
Learning Activities for Instruction

`.1

3 0
1.1
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Figure 9. Applying Principles Of Individual Differences
TO The Instructional Process

. If Apprentices Differ in
One or More of These
Characteristics:

You Can Vary: Using One or More of
These thods:.

Abilities Pace of Grouping
Achievement Instruction Independent Study .

.

Attention Span - Job/Assignment
Job Experience Sheets °
Laming Rate . learning Contracti
Retention Learning Modules

Achievement
Educational History
Job Experience and

Requirements
Interests

Content of Grouping
Instruction Independent Study

\)
- Job/Assignment

Sheets
- Learning Contracts
Supplementary Lessons
Using a Variety of

Materials and
Media

Volunteers .

Abilities
Achievement
Job Experience and

, Requirements
Personality

Instructional Grouping
Level of L Independent Study
Difficulty - Job/Assignment

Sheets
- Learning Contra& .

Supplementary Lessons
Using a Variety of

Materials and
Media

,
Abilities
Achievement

Form .of
Presentation

.
Grouping
Independent Study

Educational History - Job/Apsignment.
.Interests Sheets .

Job Experience Learning Contracts

learning Characteristics Usifig a Variety of

Medical History Materials and

Personality
, Media

Special Needs Volunteers

,Work Habits
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-
Example

J4-1 his related general sience course, Elliot RichardS has
21 first year apprentices in three trades. autornotive
pechanic, industrial welder and industrial machine re
pairer. After reviewing the assessment information he
collected, Mr. Richards noted the following differences
among his nine autmouve mechanic apprentices:

1. Prior achievement in science varied from no ex-
posure tq related" science topics to completion of
high school physics and chernistry (non-applied).

2. Records indicated-that the apprentices differed con-,
stderably in how quickly they mastered material.

3. Two apprentices indicated that they preferredlearn.
pg4piag,.

RiLhards looked at the information in Figure 9 to make
some instructional decisions. Looking at the first two
columns, he decided that he could vary the content and
pace of the instruction to account for differences in prior
achievement and learning rate. He then loOked at the third
column to select instructional methods. Since a variety of
existing materials were available for the automotive trade,
he decided to select froM among (these 'materials to
provide for variety in content. He then decided to.make

. agreements or learning contracts with the individual
apprentices, so they could complete their assignments at
the pace which best suited their abilities. For twoof the
apprentices, le learnirk contracts contained a large
amount of project work. Richards incorporated activities
into the apprentice plans and determined individual
responsibilities and dates for completion. in a similar
fashion, Mr.. Richards applied prinaples of individual
differences to the planning of instruction lor his ap-
prentices in the other two trades.

Additional Inforniation

For additional,informan on applying principles of
individual differen es to ins&mtion, you could consult the
following sources:

N. E. Grontun Individuafting Classroom Instruction.
New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1974.

J. Jeter (Ed.). Approaches to Individualized Education,
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, .1980.

D. J. Pixel and W. C. Knaak. Individualizing Vocational
and Technical Instruction. Columbus, OH: Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1975.

e

Self-Tes Exercises -'

Answer the questions below in the space provided
or on separate work paper. Compare your answers
with those provided in the appendix of the booklet.

1. List three ways of varying instruction to account for
individual needs. What individual differences do
each of t h ese approaches account for? List at least two
for each approach.

1

2

3.

2. In your related stbjects instructiorf environment,
iYhat instructional methods would be feasible to
apply for each approaCh you listed above?

-1

3

3. Using assessment information you collected as part
of Exercise 3 in Chapter 2, go throligh the process of
applying principles of individual' differences to re-
lated instruction. Determine the range and the extent
of differencs among the apprentices. Select appro-
priaie ways of varying instruction and instructional
methods which you-could implement in your setting.
Think abput how you might incortiorate this into
your instruction, either through group or individual
planning. .

N.

,s;



5. Appendix

Answers to Self-Test Exercises

2. SKILL: Determine Needs, Interests And
Abilities Of Each Apprentice

1. See the section "Why Avess?" in Chapter 2 to check
your answers.

2. (a.)p3; (b.)1, 2,3,4; (c.) 3,4; () 1; (e.) 1,4; (f) 1,
3.

If you ans,wered differently from the answers listed,
try to think of how you would obtain the specific
information using the strategy you listed. If you can
justify your answer, you are right; answers above are
the most common but not only methods of collect-
ing required inforrtion.

3, SKILL: Detelop Individudl Apprentice Related
Instruction FYans

1. d
2.

a. Related instruction objeaives, standards and job
requirements

b. Apprentice's present level of performance
c. Individual orgroup performance objectives
d Instructional activities
e. Schedules for completion

Appendix 25

4. SKILL: Use Prindples Of Indivklual Differences,
In Me Learning Process

1. Approaches to varYing instruction are in Figure 9,
Column 2; individuardifferences in Column I.

2. Check your answers against the methods suggested c
in Figure 9. Would any of the following constraints
prevent ydu from using your suggested methods:

Program stantlards
Limited mater' Is ava ble
Organizational a nistration and existing facili-
ties and equipment
Time constraints
Prerequisite and other instructional depend-
encies

If so, what alternative methods could you use?

'4)
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Posttest

Directions: Read the following questions and provide your answers in the spaces provided. Check youkinswers with the
suggested ansuers that follow the questions. If you answer more than 70'percent of the questions conectly, continue your
work in Module *8. If not, repeat the sections of this module with which you had the greatest difficulty.

Mark questions 1-4 as true or false:

1 Assessment is the identification of individuaicharacteristics of apprentices that may affect learning._ 2 The bess way to collect assessment information is through testing.
3 Developing an individual apprentice plan requires that you first conduct an assessment._ 4 The major purpose of individualized instruction is to maximize the benefits that individuals can gain from

instruction.

5. Which of the following is not a component of an individual related instruction plan:

a., performance objective
b. schedule for activity completion
c. job duties and 'requirements
d. learning activities

6. list four strategies for assessing the needs of apprentice&
a

a

b

7. List five sources ef assessment information obtained through discussion.

a

8. Wben hould you assess apprentice needs?

.s!

9. Why, is, the first step in developing an individual plan to group apprentices?

10. List aspects of instriiction that you can vary to suit individual needs, interests and abilities.011r

cl Which of ihe following-is not a consideration in selecting procedures to vary instruction for apprentices.

a instructor training materials
b. time requirements of activities
c,availability 9f equipment and facilities
d program standards and objectives

12: List four'. instructional methods which, can be us4 to individualize instruction.

_a.,

b.
c.

I" d' 10t,3,



Answers To Posttest

True
2. False
3. True
4. True
5. C

Appendix 27 ,

6. a. Apprentice intakd form
b. Existing records

Tests
d. Discussions or interviews
e. Observations

(Count it correct if you listed four of the five.)
7. a. Apprentice

b.-Counselor
r. Other instructors
d. Job supervisor ,

e. Union representative
(Count it correct if lobu listed at least four correctly).

8. Assess apprentice needs al they enter related instruction and periodically throughout the duration of training.
9. So your plan takes advantage of those things apprentices have in common.

10. a. Pace
b. Content
c. Difficulty
d. Form of presentatieln
(Count it correct if you listedat least three correctly)

11. a
12. a. Grouping

b. Independent study
c. Individual assistance -
d. Learning modules
e. Supplementary lessons
f. Using a variety of materials and media
g. Volunteers
(Count it correct if you listed at least four of the six.)
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